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FOTG: Fault-Oriented Stress Testing of IP Multicast
Ahmed Helmy, Member, IEEE, and Sandeep Gupta, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Network simulators provide a useful tool for pro-
tocol evaluation. However, the results depend heavily on the
simulated scenarios, especially for complex protocols such as
multicast. There has been little work on scenario generation.
In this work we present a fault-oriented test generation (FOTG)
algorithm for automated stress testing of multicast protocols.
FOTG processes an extended FSM model, and uses a mix of
forward and backward search techniques. Unlike traditional
verification approaches, instead of starting from initial states,
FOTG starts from a fault and uses cause-effect relations for
automatic topology synthesis then uses backward implication
to generate tests. Using FOTG we test various mechanisms
commonly employed by multicast routing, and validate our
results through simulation.

Index Terms— Multicast routing, protocol testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

NETWORK simulation [2] is valuable, but the results
are only as good as the scenarios simulated. There

is currently no systematic method to select simulation test
scenarios, and most simulations are user-driven. Hence, there
is a pressing need for scenario generation methods, especially
for complex protocols such as multicast [1]. We present
a framework for systematic testing of multicast protocols.
In our experience, much of the protocol complexity lies
in dealing with network failures. So, instead of using a
verification approach, we use falsification of robustness, to
expose protocol breaking points. Traditional verification ap-
proaches use reachability analysis [8] [9] [3] that employs
forward search to inspect reachable states. Such approaches
suffer from state space explosion problems. To ease this
problem, state reduction [10] may be used. However, the
main limitation of this approach is its inability to synthesize
topology. We propose a fault-oriented test generation (FOTG)
approach, where complete scenarios (including topology) are
automatically generated. FOTG starts from a given fault and
synthesizes the necessary conditions that trigger an error using
forward and backward search techniques. FOTG borrows from
principles of implication used in VLSI chip testing [11]. In
VLSI, however, the topology is given, whereas for Internet
protocols it must be synthesized, which adds a new dimension
to our problem. We apply FOTG to analyze robustness of
common mechanisms used in multicast routing, and reveal
several of their design errors, even after years of deployment.
Our method is applicable to similar classes of protocols.
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II. MULTICAST ROUTING OVERVIEW

Multicast routing delivers packets efficiently to group mem-
bers by establishing trees via broadcast-and-prune or explicit
join protocols. In broadcast-and-prune (DVMRP [1], PIM-
DM [4]) multicast packets are broadcast. Leaf routers with no
members send Prune message multicast hop-by-hop towards
the source to stop further broadcasts. Routers with down-
stream members that receive a Prune send a Join message
to maintain packet flow. Routers with new members send
Graft messages to re-establish previously-pruned branches.
Grafts are unicast hop-by-hop and acknowledged. In explicit
join protocols, CBT [5], PIM-SM [6], SSM and Express [7],
routers with members send Join messages multicast hop-by-
hop toward the source or a root to build the multicast tree.
Multicast protocols employ duplication/loop prevention; e.g.,
PIM protocols employ the Assert mechanism to elect at most
one forwarder for each LAN. Other protocols use similar
techniques. We target these common mechanistic building
blocks (Join, Prune, Graft, Assert) and illustrate the results
using PIM-DM.

III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

In contrast to average-case analysis using ad hoc scenarios,
we focus on robustness analysis. Protocol robustness is the
ability to operate correctly in presence of network failures.
Our main contribution lies in developing new algorithms for
automatic generation of scenarios (topology, event sequences,
network failures) that drive protocols into undesirable states.
Inputs to our method include 1) protocol specification, as
a global finite state machine (GFSM), and 2) robustness
definition using desirable conditions. The GFSM and desirable
conditions are input to the test generation (TG) engine. This
engine is the core of our method and includes algorithms
for i. topology synthesis, ii. forward search and iii. backward
search. The output of TG is a set of scenarios causing violation
of desirable conditions. The scenarios include event sequences,
network failures, and network topology. We initially model
LAN topologies, then we extend our method to create more
complex stress topologies.

A. Inputs: Protocol & Robustness Representation

We represent the protocol as a finite state machine (FSM),
and the LAN topology as a global FSM (GFSM).
I. FSM model: A protocol running on a router i is modeled
by a FSM Mi = (S, τi, δi), where S is the set of states, τi is
the set of stimuli, and δi : S × τi → S is the state transition
function describing the state transition rules. Following is our
model of multicast routing. We define the states for router
ri on LAN l. (i) System States (S): Table I shows possible
router states. (ii) Stimuli (τ ) include messages, timers and
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TABLE I

POSSIBLE ROUTER STATES

State Meaning State Meaning
Fi Forwarder for the LAN NRi Non-receiver
Fi T imer Fi with T imer running EUi Empty upstream
NFi Non-forwarder EDi Empty downstream
Ri Receiving packets from l Mi attached to member
Ri T imer Ri with T imer running NMi with no members

host events: 1. Multicast messages include Join, Prune, Assert,
forwarded packets FPkt. Unicast messages include Graft and
Graft Ack (GAck) 2. Timer events occur due to timer expi-
ration (Exp) and include Graft resend timer (Rs), forwarder-
deletion timer (Del), the events of their expiration (RsExp,
DelExp) and periodic timers. 3. External host events (Ext) in-
clude sending packets (SPkt), join (HJ), and leave (L). Hence,
τ ={Join,Prune,Graft,GAck,Assert,FPkt,Rs,Del,SPkt,HJ,L}.
II. GFSM model: The global state is a composition of
router states. Outputs from one router may become inputs
to others. Behavior of n routers on a LAN l is given by
MG = (SG , τG , δG), where SG : S1 × · · · × Sn is the global

state space, τG =
n⋃

i=1

τi is the set of stimuli, and δG is the

global state transition function SG × τG → SG . Example
global state, G, is given by {F1,R2,NR3,NR4} where r1 is
a forwarder, r2 receiving from the LAN and r3 and r4 are
non-receivers.
III. Fault model: A fault is a low level (e.g. physical layer)
anomaly that may affect the protocol under test. Faults in
our study include selective loss, where a multicast message
is received by some routers but not others, router crash, and
route inconsistency [12]. For brevity, we only present message
loss. The design goal for many multicast routing protocols [6]
is to be robust to single message loss events. For message
loss, the transition due to the message is nullified.
The transition table describes, for each stimulus, the pre and
post-conditions of its occurrence. A condition is given in terms
of stimulus (stim), state (state) and transition (trans), where
trans is given as startState→endState. A router may be (1)
event originator, orig, (2) destination of message, dst, or (3)
other. Table II shows transition table for PIM-DM.
• Pre-Conditions: may take the form 1. stim.state, e.g., con-
dition for Join message, Pruneother.Rorig; a Prune triggers a
Join by a router in R, 2. stim.trans, e.g., HJ.(NR→R); i.e. host
join and transition from NR to R. If several pre-conditions
exist, each triggers a stimulus.
• Post-Conditions: triggered by the stimulus and may take
form: 1. trans: has an implicit condition; a→b means if a∈G
then a→b, e.g. NFdst→Fdst. 2. condition.stim: if condition
then trigger stim, e.g. Rother.Joinother means if Rother∈G
then Joinother. 3. stim.trans, e.g., GAck.(NFdst→Fdst) means
if NFdst∈G then transit to Fdst and trigger GAck.
Desirable conditions for multicast routing are to deliver data
to members with least loss, latency, duplication and wastage.
Hence, the conditions necessary to avoid undesirable behavior
are: 1) If one (or more) router is receiving from the LAN,
then there must exist a forwarder. This avoids data loss, join
latency or black holes. 2) A LAN must have at most one
forwarder at a time. This avoids packet duplication. 3) If
there exists a forwarder for the LAN, then there must be at
least one router receiving from the LAN. This avoids wastage
or leave latency. Thus, we identify the undesirable states as

TABLE II

TRANSITION TABLE FOR PIM-DM
(Jn: Join, Pr: Prune, Asrt: Assert, Gr: Graft, o: other, d: dst)

Stimulus Pre-Conditions Post-Conditions
Jn Pro.Rorig Fd Del→Fd, NFd→Fd

Pr L.NR, FPkt.NR Fd→Fd Del, Ro.Jno

Gr HJ.(NR→R Rs), RsExp GAck.(NFd→Fd)
GAck Gro.(NForig→Forig) Rd Rs→Rd

Asrt FPkto.Forig Fo→NFo

FPkt SPkt.F Pr.(NM→NR), ED→R,
M→R, EUo→Fo, Fo.Ast

Rs RsExp Gr
Del DelExp Forig Del→NForig

SPkt Ext FPkt.(EUorig→Forig)
HJ Ext NM→M, Gr.(NR→R Rs)
L Ext M→NM, Pr.(R→NR),

Pr.(R Rs→NR)

{Fi,Fj ,. . . }, {Ri,. . . ,{Xj-Fj}}, and {Fi,. . . ,{Xj-Rj}}. The
term {Xj-Fj} denotes any state except forwarding, and {Xj-
Rj} is any state except R. We distinguish between transient
and stable states and identify externally triggered (ETT) and
internally triggered transitions (ITT). A global state is checked
at the end of ETT after completing its dependent ITTs.

B. The Output Test Scenarios

An output test scenario includes sequences of host events,
network faults and LAN/WAN topology that cause the pro-
tocol to violate a desirable condition. Host events include
join, leave, or send. Network faults include losses, crashes
or inconsistent routes. The topology consists of network layer
multicast nodes.

IV. FAULT-ORIENTED TEST GENERATION (FOTG)

The FOTG algorithm has three main stages: a) sub-topology
synthesis establishes states on a LAN necessary to trigger the
target message. This forms a global state, GI , in the middle of
the state space, b) forward search is then performed from GI

after applying the fault. This is called forward implication.
Succeeding stable state is checked for errors, c) if an error
occurs, backward search is performed to establish a sequence
leading from an initial state (I.S.) to GI . This process is called
backward implication. The algorithmic details are based on
condition→effect reasoning of the transition rules.
Sub-Topology Synthesis starts from a protocol message and
uses the transition table to synthesize GI to satisfy the condi-
tions to trigger and get affected by this message as follows:
1. Initially GI is empty and the inspected stimulus (IStim) is
set to the given protocol message. 2. For IStim, startState(s)
of the post-conditions and endState(s) of the pre-conditions
are obtained. If these states do not exist in GI , and cannot be
inferred therefrom, then they are added to GI . 3. Get stimulus
of the pre-condition of IStim, call it newStim. If newStim is
not external then set IStim to newStim and go to 2.
Forward Implication obtains GI+1 by applying the transi-
tions rules, timer expiration and loss, starting from GI . If loss
affects more than one state, then the space is expanded to
include all selective loss scenarios for the affected routers.
Backward Implication obtains sequence of events leading
to GI from I.S. For states in GI possible backward implica-
tions are applied to obtain backward steps. This is repeated,
depth first, for preceding states. If all backward branches are
exhausted and no I.S. is reached then GI is unreachable. To
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Fig. 1. Synthesized sub-topologies for Join, Prune and Assert.

rewind the global state one step backward, transition rules are
reversed. For unicast messages the state of the destination is
rolled back, but for multicast all affected states are rolled back.
We ensure for every backward step there is a corresponding
valid forward step. Upon contradiction we backtrack.
Topology Expansion uses the sub-topologies synthesized thus
far as building blocks to form complex topologies. To avoid
error hiding, where errors in one sub-topology hide errors in
another, two conditions must be met: (1) stimuli propagation,
and (2) error isolation. Stimuli are triggered by data packets
or host events. To propagate the packets, we construct disjoint
paths from the source to all sub-topologies. Also, we attach
hosts as needed to trigger host events. To isolate errors, we
use error-free fork points to the sub-topologies.

V. APPLYING THE METHOD

We apply our method to study selective loss of Join,
Prune, Assert and Graft. For a Join loss example, with
I.S.={NM,EU}, the following steps are taken:

Synthesizing the Global State
1. Join: startState of post-condition is NFdst⇒GI={NFk}
2. Join: state of pre-condition is Ri⇒GI={Ri,NFk}, goto Prune
3. Prune: startState of post-condition is Fk , implied from NFk in GI

4. Prune: state of pre-condition is NRj⇒ GI={Ri,NFk ,NRj}, goto L (Ext)
5. startState of post-condition is R can be implied from NR in GI

Forward Implication
loss w.r.t. rj : GI={Ri,NFk ,NRj}→GI+1={Ri,NFk ,NRj} error

Backward implication
GI={Ri,NFk ,NRj}Prune←− GI−1={Ri,Fk ,NRj}FPkt←− GI−2={Mi,Fk ,NMj}
SPkt←− GI−3={Mi,EUk ,NMj}HJi←−GI−4={NMi,EUk ,NMj}=I.S.

When router rk loses the Join an error state occurs where
router ri is expecting packets, with no forwarder for LAN l.

A. Summary of Results

We present results for Join, Prune, Assert and Graft.
Join/ Prune: in Fig. 1 (I) and in Fig. 1 (II) an error occurs
when Ri loses the Prune, and no Join is sent. To fix these
errors a Prune is sent by F Del before timer expires.
Assert: in Fig. 1 (III) bandwidth wastage error occurs with no
downstream routers; e.g. GI={Fi,Fj}, where the packets are
never pruned. To fix, the Assert winner schedules a deletion
(F Del) and downstream receivers (if any) Join to that winner.
Graft: if a host performs HJ,L,HJ in a short period and the
2nd Graft is lost, an error state occurs due to Rs reset by the
first GAck. To fix we add sequence numbers to Grafts.
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Fig. 2. The simulated topology includes several sub-topologies automatically
synthesized by STRESS. The overall topology experienced black holes and
bandwidth wastage as was predicted by our method. The graphs show packet
rates over specific links to illustrate the protocol errors. The STRESS sub-
topologies are shown in bold.

B. Simulations of Extended Synthesized Scenarios

To validate our scenarios, we conduct NS-2 [2] simulations.
We use topology expansion to get the example 26-node
stress topology in Fig. 2. The figure shows black holes and
bandwidth wastage errors as predicted by our method. After
applying the fixes proposed in this study, these errors were
eliminated. This was validated by running FOTG and NS
simulations. The complexity for FOTG was quite manageable
for all our case studies. These corrections were integrated into
PIM-DM/SM specifications.

In conclusion, we have introduced the FOTG algorithm for
multicast testing. Strength of FOTG comes from its ability to
construct error scenarios and topologies by starting directly
from the faults, hence it is best fit for robustness studies. Our
algorithm operates on transition table entries and hence applies
to other classes of protocols that use similar semantics and
mechanisms.
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